CAD ! 60 years of age. Siblings with known clinical vascular disease and diabetes were excluded.
p value: Fisher's exact test for prevalence in siblings by age group compared to ARIC subjects. Odds ratios: unadjusted odds ratios in siblings by age group compared to ARIC subjects (the ratio of the odds of SVCD in sibs to the odds SVCD in ARIC).
Exercise-induced silent myocardial ischemia occurred in 20% of the siblings. Of the 9 siblings with exercise-induced myocardial ischemia, 88.8% (n = 8) also had SVCD, while of the 36 persons without silent CAD, 66.7% had SVCD (p = 0.19).
Healthy siblings from families with premature CAD had an SVCD prevalence similar to older subjects with a greater risk factor burden in ARIC. Silent myocardial ischemia was almost always associated with silent SVCD in siblings, demonstrating early preclinical disease in both vascular beds that may share a similar biology. Although is not yet established whether the myocardialinfarction-associated polymorphisms on chromosome 9p21 are related to ischemic stroke in general or only large-artery ischemic stroke, ischemic disease events in the brain and heart have shown at least one common genetic locus [7] . This suggests that high-risk families may yield insight into preclinical atherogenic vascular disease mechanisms and genetic susceptibility.
